myhosting.com Launches VPS Reviews Checklist To Simplify Hosting Plans
myhosting.com, a leading an innovative provider of Web Hosting, Messaging and Collaboration and
Cloud Services has announced the launch of its VPS Reviews checklist designed to help make it easier for
customers to select the perfect VPS Hosting plan for their needs.
Toronto, ON ─ July 13, 2011: The innovative VPS hosting provider myhosting.com has introduced a new
tool to help tackle the emerging problem of service selection in the world of web-based cloud hosting
services. With the option to choose scalable cloud services, companies need an accurate way to assess
their needs.
Product Manager Jeremy Adams explained the purpose of the VPS Review Checklist saying, “We are
demystifying the process of assessing VPS Hosting packages with a simple scorecard that tells users
exactly what they need. Our VPS Review Checklist replaces the need for an IT professional, so beginners
and small business owners that don’t have a technical background have everything they need to select
the right package from the start. In the end, it’s about customer satisfaction and making it easier to
select the services businesses need.”
To complete the VPS Reviews checklist, users simply input several simple answers about their current
websites and application needs, as well as desired features, capabilities and the level of customer
support. The VPS Reviews tool from myhosting.com compares platforms and hosting packages designed
for small businesses, enterprises, resellers and developers with a growing client base. The score for each
option is determined by the client’s need for hosting control panels, site builder tools, billing
applications, reseller capabilities and more. Users can choose from Microsoft Windows, Linux and
platforms that can be fully customized. Each VPS hosting plan is expandable and scalable, so business
owners know their servers will grow along with their business.
With a large selection of Business VPS, Reseller VPS and Developer VPS plans, myhosting.com is doing
more to help customers get what they need, while still maintaining good value for money. Choosing
between SharePoint VPS hosting, Virtuozzo Plesk systems compatible with CentOS or Debian operating
Linux, and Small Business Panels used to be confusing. Now myhosting.com outlines the cost and
features of each option along with an easy to compare scorecard.
VPS Reviews make it easier to choose the right hosting plan based on criteria unique to each client. Visit
http://myhosting.com/vps-reviews/ to test the VPS Review Checklist and see the full selection of
recommended hosting plans.
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